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New Mechanisms of Micro-Fiber Flocculation
and
Computer Simulation of Headbox Flow
The objectives of this thesis are 1) to investigate the physical reasons of
flocculation, which contribute to nonuniformity in the CD through interactions
between fibers in a turbulent flow and 2) to study the effects of velocity profiles in the
headbox on variations in the CD by utilizing a computer simulation.
Fluid velocities emerging from the headbox vary greatly due to the turbulence
generating tube banks. As the fluid exits the tube bank and enters the converging
portion of the headbox, patterns formed from the bottom tubes are extended
throughout this convergence. This velocity profile is caused by fluid flow
characteristics consisting of maximum flow at the center of the tube and velocity at the
tube wall that approaches zero, with the bottom tube bank being dominant. With the
addition of-fibers to this flow, the velocity gradients tend to rotate fibers to the MD.
Upon densification these fiber alignment streaks in the MD contribute greatly to CD
variations as localized variations in density.
Fiber flocculation is another phenomena that is important to the reduction of CD
variations in paper. Local mechanisms extracted from fluidization with water of
spherical and cylindrical particles falling against gravity are applied to micro-fiber
flocculation. There are essentially three mechanisms to this phenomena: drafting,
kissing and tumbling, where interaction in the wake causes flocculation. When
fluidized, one fiber is drawn into the wake of another, termed drafting. The second
fiber quickly accelerates to make intimate contact with the first, called kissing. Once
fibers kiss, they quickly become intertwined due to vortex shedding and create a
micro-floe that will continue to grow until turbulence is encountered. This interaction
is responsible for the agglomeration that leads to micro-fiber flocculation in the
converging portion of the headbox where turbulence is at a minimum.
Turbulence is generated by a strip placed on the floor of the headbox perpendicular to
the direction of flow. The addition of this strip would add turbulence to the lower
portion of the headbox creating a more uniform velocity profile and reducing fiber
agglomeration and micro-fiber flocculation. The turbulence distributions are
numerically simulated utilizing FLUENT™.
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Introduction
As paper quality improves, mills begin focusing on small scale variations that
relate to fundamental papermaking. Small scale nonuniformities tend to reduce
runnability due to uneven densities and localized weak regions. Sheet characteristics
and behavior are based on fundamental paper properties including fiber network
structure and CD uniformity. Many properties contribute to the problem including
micro-flocculation, tension, furnish and fiber alignment. Variations in the CD normally
cause printing problems when the sheet is printed in sheet form, rather than in web.
Sheeted grades must remain flat throughout the printing process because misregister
and poor print quality result from these CD variations. Web grades demand less due
to a constant tension being applied throughout the printing process. The variations are
typically small enough to pass undetected by online measuring devices, adding to the
complexity of the problem. These nonuniformities remain elusive due to the inability
to measure severity quantitatively.
The problem arises when small scale CD variations form in the headbox. Small
scale variations typically consist of less than a four inch span between imperfections
(1 ). Often, the only way to recognize improvements in variation reduction is by

subjective methodology. Resolutions of online measuring devices are too low to
detect these small scale variations. This difficulty contributes to the inability of mills to
reduce these imperfections. One of the CD variations is streaks, originating from the
headbox and visible on the forming table. After densification, these streaks become
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obvious, but remain localized due to a stable headbox. In this case, caliper variation is
multiplied in reeling, and the phenomenon becomes visible in log form. These streaks
vary in wavelength, butt the minimum remains extremely close to the generators tube
spacing. It is believed that these streaks are limited to the wire side of the sheet and
are caused by MD fiber alignment varying the local density. Nonuniform CD velocity
gradients cause fiber alignment in the MD, the basis of a streak.
With the addition of fiber to the stream, another complex phenomena is
created, the formation of micro-floes. Micro-floes form in milli-seconds and
contribute to many CD nonuniformities. Utilizing knowledge extracted from fluid
flow characteristics, spherical and cylindrical particle-to-particle interaction may be
applied to papermaking. To understand floes better, experiments conducted by D.
Joseph at the University of Minnesota involving fluidization of spherical and cylindrical
particles falling against gravity in columns of rectangular cross section are investigated
and related to floe generation. Due to the flexible nature of fibers, their behavior in
fluid may be different from that of rigid spheres and cylinders. However, it is believed
that drafting, kissing and tumbling play an important role in flocculation
characterization due to the interaction between fluid and fiber particles (2). Wake
effects are dominant and force spherical and cylindrical particles to interact in such a
way as to agglomerate by capturing a moving particle in the wake of another, called
drafting. This phenomena may be applied directly to fibers in the headbox flow
regime. However, the increased turbulence only creates dampened effect, not
2
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eliminating flocculation. This thesis consists of two main objectives: 1) to study the
effects of velocity profiles in the headbox on variations in the CD by utilizing a
computer simulation and 2) to investigate the physical reasons of flocculation, which
contributes to the nonuniformity in the CD through interactions between fibers in a
turbulent flow.
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Theoretical and Background

Velocity gradients in the headbox are one cause of CD nonuniformities. Fluid
velocities vary greatly due to the turbulence generating tube banks. These tube banks,
as seen in figure one, create velocity gradients caused by friction at the tube wall. It is
believed the bottom tubes are dominant due to the effects of gravity on the column of
fluid and the direction of the upper tubes being altered as the bulk fluid converges to
the slice opening. As the fluid exits the tube bank and enters the converging portion of
the headbox, patterns formed from the bottom tubes are extended throughout this
convergence. Within this bottom tube bank, the area closest to the tube wall consists
of relatively small velocities approaching zero, while the areas at the center of the tube
experience turbulent plug flow. This velocity pattern caused by friction forces on the
tube wall will extend to the slice opening. The direct path from the tube exit to the
slice opening explains how this pattern is extended onto the wire. Utilizing
FLUENT™, a computational fluid mechanics program, two dimensional flow
velocities and turbulence characteristics were modeled and studied.
With the addition of fibers to this flow, the velocity gradients emerging from
these tubes will tend to rotate fibers to the MD. The alignment of fibers in the MD, at
the higher velocity areas, contributes to CD variations. The area with MD oriented
fibers becomes more dense than the areas with random fiber arrangement. This causes
localized density differences resulting in MD streaks on the wire side of the sheet. It is
generally accepted that these fiber are created due to MD fiber alignment (I).
4

Densification of the sheet structure leads to areas of MD aligned fiber having a higher
density than randomly dispersed fibers , resulting in a streak.
The addition of fiber to the stream also causes concern of micro-fiber
flocculation, which contribute to CD nonuniformities. The aforementioned
phenomena of drafting, kissing and tumbling le.ad to agglomeration of spherical and
cylindrical particles in experiments conducted by Joseph. Different flow regimes were
observed in the experiments. All of them being dominated by inertial effects
associated with wakes (3). One sphere drifts into the wake of the other due to altered
velocity gradients. The second sphere, which is now on the line of centers parallel to
the stream begins to accelerate, first slowly, then rapidly, to the falling first sphere (2).
This describes drafting and can occur at distances as great as five or six diameters as
shown in figure two. Once the second sphere is present in the wake of the first, it
quickly accelerates to make contact, termed kissing. As soon as they kiss, they tumble
and are thrown apart. It was found by Joseph that drafting, kissing and tumbling can
occur with great frequency. Since the wake of spheres is determined by the direction
of streaming, the events of this scenario are controlled locally and also occur in a three
dimensional situation (3). Turbulence does not overcome the capture phenomena,
though it does reduce the distance of interaction (3).
Fluidization of cylindrical rigid bodies showed a strong tendency to float
broadside on. For any body, there are three directions in which permanent translations
are possible, but only one of these three, with the broadside
5
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Figure One: Turbulence Generating Tubes Within Headbox
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Figure Two: Drafting, Kissing and Tumbling of Rigid Bodies
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perpendicular to the stream, is stable (2). Longer cylinders tend to collect smaller cylinders in
their wakes, that eventually agglomerate. Fiber flexibility would lead one to believe that when
subjected to fluid flow around the fiber, it will bend about a midpoint, having characteristics of
spheres and cylinders combined. When these flexible fibers are subjected to flows typical of a
headbox, they form micro wakes, due to their velocity being lower than that of the bulk fluid.
As found in experiments conducted by Joseph, wakes will be formed. These forces will draw
fibers into wakes of other fibers, termed drafting, as previously explained. The fiber in the
wake will quickly accelerate and join the lead fiber where the two will come into intimate
contact with each other, termed kissing by Joseph. Unlike spheres, once these fibers have
kissed they will tend to remain in intimate contact due to their flexible nature. As seen in
cylinder fluidization, smaller cylinders, in this case fines, will also be captured and added to the
agglomeration. As the size of the agglomeration increases, wake forces grow, increasing the
tendency for more fibers to be captured and add to the size of the agglomeration. Floe size will
grow until it becomes unstable and rocks, termed vortex shedding, where portions of the
agglomeration will break off and form an entirely separate agglomeration. These phenomenons
of drafting and kissing are new mechanisms of micro-fiber flocculation. The motion of the
kissing fibers whose centers are perpendicular to the stream is unstable due to couples of the
type which tum streamlined bodies broadside on. The robust stability of the cross stream
alignments are particularly dramatic in a two-dimensional bed of a single layer of particles. In
this way, drafting and kissing can lead to fiber flocculation , as it leads to particle aggregation.
Turbulence generated in the headbox and on the forming table will tend to reduce the size of
floes , but will not eliminate them.

7

Computer Simulation
Utilizing FLUENT™, fluid flow characteristics within varied headbox
geometries were studied. The initial step in creating a computer simulation was to
allocate enough memory for two dimensional calculations and for data analysis within
a I 00 x I 00 cell grid. Figure three represents a one meter square grid with each cell
within that grid representing I cm. The nozzle converges from 34 cm in height at the
inlet to a 4 cm slice opening over a distance of I 00 cm. From this initial starting point,
various headbox geometries were trialed. The arrangement of this grid was designed
to simulate the converging area of a hydraulic headbox with stock entering on the far
left and leaving on the far right to the wire. The green areas of figure one represent no
flow regions or boundary conditions of the wall. This arrangement is the final headbox
geometry created as seen by the ramp placed at the coordinates (32,87), (32,88) and
(33,88). Boundary conditions were specified at 10 mis in the U direction as seen in
figure four. The K- £ model for turbulence was used to create realistic headbox

flows(4). The default values for this model were utilized as seen in figure five.
Turbulence intensity was specified at 10%, which correlates to flow over rough
edges(5). This was utilized due to the fluid converging along the rough top edge of
the nozzle created in the model. Finally, the character length (the diameter of a
turbulent vortex) of the turbulence consisted of a default value of one meter. In future
work, this should be reduced considerably. It should be noted that the software
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utilizes pure water as a base for defaults in the turbulent model. All headbox
geometries were created utilizing identical methodology, but with varied geometries.
Areas representing the point where the stock leaves the tubes and enters the
converging nozzle were also created utilizing the same turbulent characteristics as
mentioned above. Fluid flow simulations in this portion of the headbox study the
effects of the wall on flow velocities and the effects of the sudden expansion of the
fluid from the tubes. From these simulations, velocity and turbulence intensity profiles
were created and used in analysis of both fiber alignment and micro-fiber flocculation.

9

Figure Three: Grid Generation
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Figure Four: Boundary Conditions
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Figure Five: Turbulent Model Parameters

Results and Discussion
Turbulence generation is important to reduce interaction distance between
fibers, ultimately reducing flocculation and MD fiber alignment. For this purpose,
FLUENT™ was used to simulate turbulence in the headbox. Figure six is an
overview of the portion of the headbox where the tubes transport the stock to the
open area of the headbox where convergence takes place and is ultimately delivered to
the slice opening. Areas represented by red vectors show maximum velocities and
areas without any vectors represent the tube walls. Figure seven reveals the emerging
velocity profile from these tubes in the headbox. The areas to the right indicate an
increasing velocity and the areas to the left a lower velocity, approaching zero at the
tube wall. The boundary layer is easily seen in this profile as is the plug flow at the
center of the tube. The higher velocity at the center of the tube is apparent in this
profile also. This profile represents the velocity profile emerging from the bottom
level of tubes in the generator neglecting the effects of the remaining tubes above this
level. Although it is accepted the other tubes will have an effect on this profile, it
should only limit it, not eliminate this pattern. Figure eight shows an enlarged view of
the emerging velocity vectors from the tubes (non vector areas) as they enter the open
unrestricted flow region in the converging portion of the headbox. When fibers are
added to this stream, they tend to rotate from a somewhat random alignment in the
lower velocity regions located just to the right of the tube wall in figure eight, to a
more MD alignment in the areas of higher velocity at the
11
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Figure Six: Headbox Tubes and Converging Overview
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Figure Seven: Emerging Velocity Profile

center of the tubes (6). This leads to the formation of MD streaks after densification
due to localized compaction differences in the sheet. Fibers typically represent a more
random orientation in the portions of the sheet away from the center of the tubes,
which after densification, will result in a higher caliper area.
Micro-fiber flocculation will also occur with the addition of fibers to the stream
utilizing the drafting, kissing and tumbling mechanism described earlier. These microfloes contribute to the CD variation of the sheet by creating irregularities in practically
all the physical and optical measurements of the sheet. Figure nine shows the
turbulence generation at the point of expansion as stock leaves the tubes and enters the
converging nozzle. The areas represented by red indicate a higher turbulence
generation that would tend to reduce the size of the micro-fiber floes. When these
floes are disintegrated by turbulence, areas of localized non-uniformity are created due
to varied turbulence intensity across the sheet. A profile of turbulence generation is
represented in figure ten showing areas of high turbulence at the tube wall. This is
due to the friction effects of the wall on the passing fluid. Plug flow is observed at the
center of the tube as represented by this profile. Utilizing mechanisms of drafting and
kissing, micro-floes are then regenerated in the nozzle of the headbox and do not see
any additional turbulence before being introduced to the slice opening. Figure eleven
represents velocity vector characteristics around a fiber, flexed at the midpoint with
flow traveling from left to right. It is easily observed here how a fiber could become
trapped in the wake of the other as seen by the vectors in the wake of the fiber
13

Figure Eight: Velocity Vectors at Tube Exit

Figure Nine: Turbulence Generation at Tube Exit

Figure Ten: Turbulence Generation Profile

Figure Eleven: Velocity Vectors in Fiber Wake

consisting of a flow direction opposite that of the bulk fluid. The fiber would quickly
accelerate and come into intimate contact with the leading fiber where after kissing,
they would then become intertwined due to their flexibility. As additional fibers are
added to this floe, the wake size would increase and draw an increasingly large number
of fibers creating a growing floe. This floe would continue to grow until turbulence
generated by sudden contraction and expansion at the ramp addition or simply
expansion at the slice opening hinders further development (7). The turbulence
generated at the ramp if it were installed would assist in a reduction of these floes in
existing headboxes.
Figures twelve through fourteen show variations in type and location of
turbulence generators on the floor of the headbox, producing varied results in
turbulence generation. Figure twelve shows a serration placed on the floor of the
headbox that proved to be rather ineffective until a majority of the pressure energy was
transferred to velocity energy in the final approach to the slice opening. Figure
thirteen is a variation of this serration (removal of the smaller blocks) that also proved
to be ineffective until introduced to higher velocities. With the addition of the
turbulence strip on the floor of the headbox as seen in figure fourteen, this emerging
velocity profile and turbulence pattern could be greatly reduced. Currently, stock
introduced to the floor of the headbox experiences a straight path to the slice opening,
allowing the velocity pattern emerging from the tubes to be carried to the
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Figure Twelve: Velocity Contours Due to a Serration on the Headbox Floor

Figure Thirteen: Large Frequency Generation Due to Serration

bottom layers of the sheet on the wire. Turbulence introduced by the slight sudden
contraction at the point of impact with the ramp and expansion immediately following
the ramp should drastically reduce fiber flocculation and this MD fiber orientation at
the localized high velocity areas of the sheet. Figure fifteen shows the final design
revealing the greatest turbulence generation. The turbulence generation seen here
extends from the floor of the headbox to the top of the nozzle affecting the entire
stream of stock. This turbulence could easily be reduced by locating the strip slightly
closer to the tubes or by reducing the height. As seen in this computer simulation, the
placement of a turbulence strip on the headbox floor will reduce fiber flocculation and
could decrease the fiber orientation streaks emerging from the bottom layer of tubes.
Location of this strip, as seen in the previous examples is important due to the
different effects of velocity on turbulence generated at the strip.
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Figure Fourteen: Velocity Contours with Turbulence Generating Strip

Figure Fifteen: Turbulence Generation from Turbulence Strip

Conclusion

CD variations are caused by a number of phenomenons including one tube bank
blinding the others. Due to a difference in head and distance to the slice opening, the
bottom tubes are dominant resulting in a velocity pattern representing the tube spacing.
The emerging velocity profile, as previously described, is maximized at the entrance of
the tube and approaches zero at the tube wall. When fibers are added to the stream, this
velocity gradient tends to rotate fibers from a near random orientation to a MD
direction at the maximum velocity at the center of the tube. This pattern is extended to
the slice opening due to an inability of the headbox floor to create sufficient turbulence
to minimize the effects of this pattern on fiber alignment. These fiber orientation streaks
are limited to the bottom layer of the formed sheet due to the lowest tube bank being
dominant. Upon densification, these streaks become obvious as a localized density
difference due to varied degree of compaction. The area with MD fiber alignment
becomes more compact than the area with random fiber alignment, resulting in a MD
streak leading to a complex undetectable CD variation.
When a fiber is subjected to a cross flow it will bend (proportional to its
flexibility) slightly around a midpoint creating a velocity difference between the fiber and
the bulk fluid. New mechanisms responsible for micro-fiber flocculation are drafting
and kissing. A wake created by the lead fiber causes one fiber to be drawn into the
wake of another. As the second fiber enters the wake of the first, it is termed drafting.
The second fiber is caught in the wake of the first and quickly accelerates reaching the
first, making contact called kissing. Once fibers kiss, they generate a floe, that is often
20

stable due to the flexible nature of wood fibers. When stable, it creates an even larger
wake, drawing an increased number of fibers into its wake. _This floe continues to grow
until turbulence is experienced causing fibers to be tom from the floe, ultimately
reducing the size and effects of the wake. This phenomena of drafting and kissing
explains micro-fiber flocculation due to hydrodynamic interactions between the bulk
fluid and fibers.
With the addition of a turbulence generator strip along the floor of the headbox,
tube generated velocity patterns and ultimately micro flocculation can be reduced.
Placement and height of this strip is critical and must be optimized. The addition of this
strip would provide the needed turbulence to alter the velocity pattern, making it more
uniform across the floor of the headbox. Turbulence generated by the strip would
prevent the velocity pattern emerging from the generating tubes from rotating fibers to a
MD orientation at the increased velocity areas. Turbulence caused by sudden expansion
also produces a profile that leads to a reduction of fiber flocculation , limiting CD
variations in the sheet. The addition of this turbulence strip would, in tum , reduce the
magnitude of flocculation in the converging portion of the headbox, leading to a more
uniform sheet. The inability of the floor of the headbox to generate turbulence currently
allows these velocity and turbulence profiles to be extended through the slice opening
and ultimately to the wire. Computer simulations may lead to a more uniform sheet by
altering headbox geometry, resulting in a more uniform turbulent stock delivery .

......,
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Recommendations
To prevent fiber flocculation and MD fiber alignment, pilot plant studies should
be performed utilizing the addition of a turbulence strip on the floor of a headbox with
proven history of streaking. This strip should be tested for feasibility and performance
in a practical situation on a high speed pilot paper machine.
Further work should include different turbulence intensities produced by varied
location and height of the strip. This simulation was produced as a two dimensional
model, leaving a tremendous opportunity for a three dimensional study investigating
effects of the strip on the velocity stream and floe reduction, ultimately creating a
more uniform sheet.
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